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what does it all come down to? not so much the characters, because they're sympathetic-looking but off-the-radar beyond that. perhaps the main reason you won't come away deeply moved by the film is that there's no one in it you would want to save; there's no
chance of rooting for. vikram singh -- or one of his subordinates -- would be a person whom you wouldn't mind if you found yourself in a similar situation. also, the film, which has a script by javed akhtar, is of the sort that treats all its characters as though they're
secondary to the film itself. the text is so jumbled that no one is in a strong enough position to say anything interesting or compelling, and the plot is so scattershot that we're never even sure exactly what's going on. the first half hour or so seems like a prologue to a
larger narrative about how indian intelligence and foreign businesses are helping the country, specifically its economy, but nothing ever comes of this character. we're simply led to believe that vikram singh, as a military man, was cast against his will in this assignment,
and he's at least as flippant and detached from his surroundings as his superiors. additionally, the film's lack of an ending makes it clear that vikram knows we're supposed to be invested in him and his mission, but we're never really engaged. whatever the case, madras
cafe is unquestionably the most scandalous, and thoroughly pointless, hindi movie of the year. if you're still wondering why all of the controversy swirling around the film, it could be because it's a movie about the civil war in sri lanka, the cause of the tamil tigers, a
separatist group that's been trying to get their own homeland independent from sri lanka since the early 1970s. the tigers have been attempting to secure a separate state since then, but the sri lankan government has been using various methods to try to thwart them,
including bombing their territory and cutting off their supply lines. the tamil minority doesn't have the status of a "state" to fall back on, but they are nonetheless treated as a nation within sri lanka, with their own schools, languages, and culture. this makes it doubly
incomprehensible why madras cafe makes these assumptions about the tamil's: that he can easily be turned against the people he's fighting for, that the group he's fighting against is united, that this unity is made up of an organized secret society that offers military
intelligence to outside organizations, that the war has a specific narrative, and the possibilities of a peace treaty.
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the film is a reminder of the abuse of power and what happens when power is let loose. which is important, even when we know the truth. the film is a case of people being used as pawns by political bigwigs when they are not even aware of what is happening. neither
does it follow its own timeline nor does it attempt to answer any questions which are right there in plain sight on every corner. it is a tough film to watch because it is not a thriller, but a thriller within itself. john abraham and siddhartha basu deliver good performances

in the lead roles and nargis fakhri is absolutely alluring. it's a well-made film, never boring, quite gripping and captivating in its events (the most important event for our story is named after the movie) and yes, lots of twists and turns. the protagonist, who is a victim of a
secret government conspiracy, is one of those rare individuals who, in a politically charged time, had the courage to hold strong and made a big difference. i only wish he was more successful! thanks to john abraham, though, the film remains watchable (see the

opening sequence). the premiere party at "club" is one of the first scenes, and it has a wild and wonderful energy that matches, and occasionally exceeds, the film's exuberant life and times. it's funny, it's raunchy, and it's exciting, and this is the type of movie that
belongs at an intimate screening. but one of sircar's strengths is how he maintains his tone despite the vast and often unwieldy canvas he's given. the film takes place in 1964 and 1965, in a kaleidoscope of time periods, madras caf, casablanca. the camera moves
fluidly and thankfully avoids showing off the actors' often athletic bodies by showing off their noses. in a sense, the film is about the clash of worlds: the united states, india, colonial india, modern india, and it's so complicated that any attempt to simplify it would be

laughable. think of the opening, with that spinning, whirling, kaleidoscopic camera set to repetitive, off-kilter songs. 5ec8ef588b
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